Abstract-Cellular networks are constantly lagging in terms of the bandwidth needed to support the growing high data rate demands. The system needs to efficiently allocate its frequency spectrum such that the spectrum utilization can be maximized while ensuring the quality of service (QoS) level. Owing to the coexistence of different types of traffic (e.g., real-time (RT) and non-real-time (nRT)) and different types of networks (e.g., small cell and macrocell), ensuring the QoS level for different types of users becomes a challenging issue in wireless networks. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is an effective approach for increasing spectrum utilization and reducing interference effects in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) networks. In this paper, we propose a new FFR scheme in which bandwidth allocation is based on RT/nRT traffic classification. We consider the coexistence of small cells and macrocells. After applying FFR technique in macrocells, the remaining frequency bands are efficiently allocated among the small cells overlaid by a macrocell. In our proposed scheme, total frequency-band allocations for different macrocells are decided on the basis of the traffic intensity. The transmitted power levels for different frequency bands are controlled based on the level of interference from a nearby frequency band. Frequency bands with a lower level of interference are assigned to the RT traffic to ensure a higher QoS level for the RT traffic. RT traffic calls in macrocell networks are also given a higher priority compared to nRT traffic calls to ensure the low call-blocking rate. Performance analyses show significant improvement under the proposed scheme compared to conventional FFR schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers all over the world are investigating optimum solutions to support the fast-growing demands of cellular communication connectivity by ensuring maximum utilization of limited and valuable wireless resources as well as provisioning the high quality of service (QoS) levels that are demanded by different traffic classes. Coexistence of small cells and macrocells is a good approach for providing the connectivity required by growing traffic. Small cells with inexpensive and low-power base stations (BSs) divert a huge amount of cellular traffic from macrocell networks to small cell networks [1] - [5] . Moreover, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technology [6] - [10] has been widely applied in existing and next-generation cellular networks to increase frequency utilization. Although we have small cells for offloading traffic from congested macrocells and OFDMA technology to increase the frequency utilization, the macrocell networks still need to handle the frequency spectrum effectively. Even though intracell interference is avoided by orthogonal subcarrier allocation between macrocell user equipment (MUE) in each of the macrocells in an OFDMA network, intercell interference (ICI) still exists when frequency bands are reallocated between different macrocells [6] . ICI limits the overall spectral efficiency of the network, particularly for users near the boundary of a macrocell. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [11] - [15] is an excellent approach for improving frequency utilization as it can mitigate ICI in multicell OFDMA networks. The FFR technique is well-suited to OFDMA-based macrocellular networks in which the cells are divided spatially into center and edge regions with different frequency reuse factors [16] - [20] . FFR in macrocells is also an efficient technique for allocating the remaining frequency bands among the small cells within an overlaid macrocell to maximize the overall frequency utilization. Various interference management schemes such as averaging, avoidance, and coordination have been proposed to mitigate ICI [21] - [23] . In this paper, we provide a novel FFR solution for allocating the frequency bands. Our scheme carefully handles the transmitted power of different frequency bands to reduce interference effects.
A. Related Recent Works and Motivation
FFR schemes are already being used as an intercell interference coordination (ICIC) technique in OFDM-based wireless standards such as IEEE 802.16 m [24] and 3GPP-LTE Release 8 and above [25] to improve the performance of the cellular networks. The features of frequency and power domains ICIC do not provide any substantial gain in heterogeneous networks (HetNets). To serve users at reduced power levels in Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) HetNets, enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC) [26] - [30] and Further eICIC (FeICIC) have been proposed in 3GPP LTE Release-10 and Release-11, respectively. The eICIC deals with interference mitigation on traffic and control channels. This is applicable in time domain in addition to frequency and power domains. It protects low power downlink small cell transmissions by mitigating interference from high power macrocells [27] . Time domain eICIC is realized over the use of Almost Blank Subframes (ABS). ABSs are subframes with reduced transmit power on some physical channels. In addition, cell selection bias is applied in eICIC to compensate the received signal power from aggressor macrocellular BSs (MBSs) to a victim small cell user. The eICIC performs muting of certain subframes at the macro layer. The victim small cell utilizes the subframes muted by the aggressor macrocell. Due to muting of few subframes at the macro layer, the spectrum utilization is slightly reduced.
Recent research on FFR has focused on the optimal design of FFR systems by utilizing advanced techniques to maximize the network resource utilization. In [6] , an adaptive rate scheduling for a transmitting node employing FFR is proposed regardless of whether it is a BS or a mobile user. This scheme did not care about RT an nRT traffic calls. The authors in [7] derive the optimal signal-to-interference-ratio thresholds to maximize the coverage probability for both FFR and soft frequency reuse (SFR) networks. In [8] , a self-organized dynamic FFR scheme is proposed which dynamically allocates resources to cell inner and outer regions in LTE-A relay-based networks. This work did not consider dynamic power allocation for interference reduction. An FFR in ultra-dense-network millimetre wave at 26 GHz band is investigated in [9] . This paper mainly focuses on dense network with short inter site distance, and higher order sectorisation. In [12] , the authors investigate the tradeoff between the downlink ergodic spectral efficiency and the energy efficiency of distributed antenna systems by using a mathematical approach. This scheme did not consider real-time (RT) and non-real-time (nRT) traffic calls for frequency and power allocation. The energy efficiency of downlink transmissions in HetNets employing FFR is investigated in [14] . They formulate the joint cell-center boundary selection for FFR, scheduling, and power allocation problems. In [15] , the authors develop an analytical framework targeting the downlink performance evaluation of FFR-aided OFDMA based two-tier HetNets. In [16] , the authors propose a solution for FFR based on the center of gravity of users in each sector. Their scheme enables a distributed and adaptive solution for interference coordination.
Motivated by the researches on FFR, in this work, we propose a novel FFR scheme based on traffic classification and controlling of transmitted power. An FFR scheme can provide good performance metrics (e.g., signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR), spectral efficiency, outage probability, and system throughput). However, FFR schemes based on fixed amount of frequency-band allocation [10] , [15] , [16] for different macrocells can leave valuable parts of the spectrum unutilized. Improper power allocation for the center-zone frequency bands in the FFR scheme can also cause serious interference for center-zone users. Another issue is ensuring different QoS levels for different classes of traffic according to their demands. Center-zone users can be supported through multiple frequency-band options, with each frequency-band option causing a different level of interference. Hence, there is a scope to allocate these frequency bands between different classes of traffic based on the QoS requirement and priority of the traffic classes. The QoS requirements are not as stringent for nRT traffic as they are for RT traffic [31] . Thus, better-quality frequency bands (in terms of interference) can be assigned for RT traffic compared to the nRT traffic calls to ensure better QoS for RT traffic calls. Also, RT traffic calls can be given higher priority compared to nRT traffic calls in frequency band allocation. Thus, the call-blocking rate of RT traffic calls can be reduced.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we propose a new FFR scheme for macrocells. We consider frequency-band reassignment, efficient power allocation for different frequency bands, and RT/nRT traffic classification. Effective reassignment of bandwidth increases the spectral efficiency and reduces interference. Proper power allocation for different frequency bands reduces the effects of interference. Frequency-band allocation based on RT/nRT traffic classification ensures the QoS level of RT traffic calls along with an increased QoS level of nRT traffic calls. We also allocate frequency bands for small cells in the center and edge zones of different macrocells. The small cells within a macrocell are allowed to use the frequency bands that are not assigned to the overlaid macrocell, thus reducing cross-tier interference and increases overall spectral utilization. Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as:
 A new frequency allocation scheme is proposed considering small cell/macrocell networks, RT/nRT traffic classification, and macrocell center/edge zones to maximize the resource utilization along with ensuring QoS level for higher priority RT traffic calls.  A new FFR scheme is proposed in which the bandwidth allocation is based on RT/nRT traffic classification.  After applying FFR technique in macrocells, frequency bands are efficiently allocated among the small cells that are not used by the overlaid macrocell.  The total allocated frequency band for a macrocell is made flexible, i.e., dynamic frequency bandwidth can be borrowed from others based on traffic load. Hence, the overall callclocking is decreased and resource utilization is increased.  The transmitted power levels for different frequency bands are controlled to reduce the interference level.  Assured level of QoS is provided for the RT calls by allocating frequency bands with a lower level of interference without significant reduction of the QoS level for nRT traffic calls.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the interference and traffic scenarios in small cell/macrocell HetNets. Our proposed class-based frequency allocation is presented in Section III. In Section IV, interference analysis and the effects of the interference are shown in detail. The performance of our proposed model is evaluated in Section V. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section VI. For ease of reference, the various notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I . In a heterogeneous network that comprises small cells and macrocells, the level of interference depends on the relative positions of the following four basic network entities: small cell BS (sBS), MBS, MUE, and small cell user equipment (sUE).
There are four different link types (small cell downlink, small cell uplink, macrocell downlink, and macrocell uplink) that create unwanted interference, and may affect the other basic network entities [32] . Fig. 1 neighboring macrocells if the MBSs and serving sBS are allocated the same frequency. The situation is of particular concern when the connected sBS is close to the MBS and the sUE is located at the edge of the small cell such that the transmitted high power from the MBS can possibly cause huge interference in the receiver of the sUE. An sUE is also affected by small cell downlinks of neighboring sBSs. The small cell downlinks affect the performance of nearby MUE. Therefore, small cell downlinks cause interference to nearby small cell user receivers as well as those of macrocell users. Whenever an MUE is close to a small cell coverage area, the uplink signal from the MUE to the connected MBS can cause interference with the receiver of an sBS. MUE can also cause interference with the neighboring MBSs. If a small cell is close to the MBS, the transmitted uplink signal from the sUE can cause interference with the receiver of MBS. Hence, co-tier as well as cross-tier interferences exist and may degrade the performance of different entities i.e., MBS, sBS, MUE, and sUE. Therefore, these interferences should be carefully handled to maximize frequency utilization and QoS level.
Currently, cellular networks provide wireless connectivity for diverse traffic types. Broadly, we can classify them as RT and nRT traffic. This traffic is supported by macrocells as well as small cells. A huge amount of RT/nRT traffic is distributed over the macrocell coverage area; in addition, thousands of small cells can be deployed in the macrocell coverage area. A careful frequency allocation based on RT traffic priority can ensure a better QoS level for RT traffic in terms of low callblocking probability, higher SINR, and lower outage probability without significant reduction of the QoS level for nRT traffic calls.
III. FREQUENCY ALLOCATION BASED ON FFR AND TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION
FFR is a very well-known frequency-allocation technique for cellular communication. We propose a new frequencyallocation scheme for different macrocells in a cluster and the high density of small cells within the macrocells. Our proposed scheme is based on a frequency reuse factor of one and three for the center and edge zones of the macrocells, respectively. The frequencies of small cells are allocated in such a manner that frequency utilization is maximized without increasing interference. Fig. 2 shows the frequency allocation among three macrocells and small cells. Frequency band Z, a part of the whole band, is allocated to the center zones of all the macrocells. The remaining frequency band is equally divided into three subbands A, B, and C. Each of these bands are allocated to the edge zones of different macrocells of cluster 3. This figure indicates that frequency bands A, B, and C are used by the edge zones of macrocells 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A small cell in a macrocell is not allowed to use the frequency band that is allocated to the overlaid macrocell, thus reducing cross-tier interference. Therefore, based on our frequency-allocation policy, the small cells in different macrocells can use one or more of the frequency bands Z, A, B, and C apart from the overlaid frequency band or bands. The small cells in the center zones are not allowed to use the frequency band Z as all the overlaid center zones of the macrocells use this frequency band , , Transmitted power allocation can be used to significantly reduce interference. Fig. 3 shows the power allocation of three neighboring macrocells. The frequency bands that provide the connectivity for the edge zones are allocated maximum transmitted power Pt,M. All the macrocells use the Z band to provide connectivity to their center-zone users. Therefore, the transmitted power αPt,M for the Z band is lower than Pt,M. Here, the coefficient α (0 < α < 1) determines the transmitted power of the center zone and its coverage area compared to that of the edge zone and its coverage area. We propose that the frequency bands for different edge zones can be reassigned based on the traffic intensity in different macrocells instead of assigning fixed frequency bands A, B, and C to macrocells 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For the reassignment of frequency bands, we assume that macrocell 3 has shortage of bandwidth to serve its users, whereas macrocell 1 and macrocell 2 have unused bandwidth. For the proposed frequency-allocation technique, a part of A or B or both frequency bands (XA of A and XB of B) are allocated to serve the MUE in macrocell 3. Two cases can be occurred due to the frequency band reassigning to macrocell 3 (i) partial bands XA and XB in macrocells 1, and 2, respectively are totally unused, and (ii) a part of XA or XB or both is already occupied by existing users. Hence, these partial bands A XA  and B XB  in macrocell 3 may cause interference (above mentioned second case will cause interference) with macrocells 1 and 2, respectively. We assume that After reassigning the frequency bands, the number of users in the system is increased. However, improper frequency and power allocation may cause severe interference. Let us consider a cluster of seven macrocells with frequency reuse factors 1 and 3 for the center and edge zones, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the frequency allocation among different macrocells based on the FFR scheme. Fig. 4(a) shows that all seven macrocells use the Z band for their center zone and one of the A, B, and C bands for their edge zone. The following observations can be made: macrocell 7 uses frequency band C; macrocells 1, 3, and 5 use frequency band B; macrocells 2, 4, and 6 use frequency band A. Let us assume that macrocell 7 has a shortage of bandwidth to serve incoming users. We also assume that a part of frequency band A ( A XA  ) in any of the macrocells 2, 4, and 6 and/or a part of frequency band B ( B XB  ) in any of the macrocells 1, 3, and 5 are unused. Either of these bands XA and XB or both (i.e., AB X X X ) can be reassigned to serve the MUE in macrocell 7. Fig. 4(b) shows the frequency-band allocation among seven macrocells after reassigning the frequency bands. We assume that macrocell 6 and macrocell 5 have the maximum unused bandwidth from A and B, respectively. Therefore, these two macrocells will be unaffected by interference due to reassignment of frequency bands. In Fig.  4(b respectively, are transmitted to provide coverage for the center zones of these macrocells. We note that the transmitted power of the center-zone coverage can be readjusted if required. SFR system is more bandwidth efficient compared to FFR system. It uses all the frequencies in each cell by using reuse factor [7] . However, interference level in FFR system is lower than SFR system. Moreover, SFR system is much more complex compared to FFR system. Even though, we apply FFR in our proposed scheme, the bandwidth utilization is maximized by allocating (i) dynamic frequency bandwidths among the macrocells based on their traffic load and (ii) remaining frequency bands to small cells that are not used by the overlaid macrocell. Hence, we consider currently utility conditions of reused frequency bands for the proposed scheme. Fig. 5 shows the currently utility conditions of frequency bands A, B, and C and whether they can be reassigned to different macrocells. Before frequency-band reassignment, frequency band A is allocated to macrocells 2, 4, and 6, frequency band B is allocated to macrocells 1, 3, and 5, and frequency band C is allocated to macrocell 7. One or more of macrocells 1-6 may have some 6 shows the frequency-band allocation among different macrocells and small cells with the macrocells after reassigning process. The frequency-bands are allocated in such a manner that the spectrum utilization can be increased significantly without increasing the interference effect.
It seems that owing to the reassignment of frequency bands there are multiple frequency-band options to allocate different traffic calls to in a macrocell. However, the link qualities of the frequency bands are not identical; some cause higher levels of interference compared to others. Therefore, there is scope to allocate the better-quality frequency bands to higher-priority calls. Fig. 7 shows a communication-link scenario for RT and nRT traffic calls with different frequency bands in the center and edge zones of macrocell 7. It shows that the reassigned frequency band X-XI is preferred for the RT traffic calls. However, the interfering frequency band XI is allocated only to nRT traffic calls in center zone. Thus, the proposed frequencyallocation scheme ensures a better QoS level for RT traffic calls. The interfering frequency band XI is also transmitted with lower power to serve the center-zone MUE. The center zone and edge zone small cells use frequency bands (A, B) and (Z, A, B) , respectively, before channel reassignment. On the other hand, frequency bands (A-XA,I, B-XB,I) and (Z, A-XA+XA,I, B-XB+XB,I ), respectively, are used for the center zone and edge zone small cells after channel reassignment. Thus, the proposed scheme avoids cross-tier interferences.
The bandwidth allocation is performed by cooperating among MBSs and sBSs. It is a well-known established process and there are many existing bandwidth allocation schemes (e.g., [31] , [33] - [36] ) in wireless communications. Therefore, the existing resource allocation procedure is also applicable for the bandwidth allocation of our proposed scheme. We provide a generalized frequency allocation scheme for OFDMA based cellular networks. Hence, it is applicable for any OFDMA based cellular network. Our proposed frequency-allocation technique considers traffic classification within the FFR technique. The following two situations can occur: either the assigned frequency bands are sufficient to serve the incoming calls or they are insufficient. Therefore, the frequency-allocation process is different in these two scenarios. Fig. 8 shows the assignment procedure between RT and nRT users when the frequency bandwidth is sufficient (i.e., Z and C7 frequency bands are sufficient to serve the users of macrocell 7). There is no frequency reassignment in this case. The available frequency bands Z and C7 (= C) are allocated based on the traffic type. In the edge zone, only frequency band C is available. However, in the center zone, both frequency bands are available. The allocation of frequency band C causes less interference compared to the Z band. Hence, all RT and nRT traffic calls within the edge zone are allocated to frequency band C. The center zone traffic calls are then supported using the remainder of band C (if it exists) and band Z. The remainder of frequency band C is assigned preferentially to RT traffic calls. Hence, BWreq, BWreq,RT, BWreq,nRT(E), and BWreq,nRT are the required bandwidths for all calls, RT calls, nRT calls in the edge zone, and nRT calls, respectively. Step 1: Allocates all RT calls of edge zone with part of C1 band
Step 2: Part of remaining C7 band is allocated for to all nRT traffic of edge zone
Step 3: Remaining part of C7 band is allocated for part of RT traffic of center zone
Step 4: Remaining RT calls of center zone are supported by part of Z band
Step 5: All nRT calls of center zone are supported by part of Z band
Call arrived in cell 7
BWreq Z+C 7 Fig. 8 . Frequency-band assignment procedure between RT and nRT users when the required frequency bandwidth for cell 7 is not more than Z + C7. Fig. 9 shows the procedure for frequency-band assignment between RT and nRT users when the frequency bandwidth is not sufficient and frequency-band reassignment is required (i.e., Z + C7 frequency bands are not sufficient to serve the users of macrocell 7). Frequency reassignment is performed according to demands. Then, the preassigned frequency bands Z and C7 and newly assigned frequency band X are allocated based on the priority of traffic calls. Our scheme provides higher priority for RT calls than nRT traffic calls. The preassigned frequency band C and reassigned X-XI band are available to edge zone users.
However, in the center zone, all frequency bands (C, Z, X-XI, and XI) are available. The allocation of frequency bands C and X-XI causes less interference compared to assigning frequency bands Z and XI. Therefore, the frequency bands C and X-XI are preferred for RT traffic calls in both the center and edge zones. Center zone nRT traffic calls can access C or X-XI frequency bands only when there is a remainder after assigning these bands to all edge zone users and the RT users in the center zone. Otherwise, they use the Z or XI bands. We also note that if RT traffic calls require Z or XI bands owing to lagging of the C or X-XI frequency bands, then RT traffic calls will get preference over nRT traffic calls. Thus, our proposed scheme ensures a low call-blocking rate and high SINR for RT traffic calls. Step 1: Allocates all RT calls with part of C7 band
Step 2: Allocates all nRT traffic of edge zone with part of C7 band and X-XI band.
Step 3: If part of C7 band is remaining then allocate to nRT calls of edge zone
Step 1: Allocates RT calls of edge zone with part of C7 band and
Step 3: Remaining part of X-XI band is allocated for nRT calls of edge zone
Step 2: Allocates RT calls of center zone with part of Z band.
Step 1: Allocates part or full of Z band for nRT calls of edge zone
Step 2: Allocates XI band for nRT calls of center zone yes BWreq,RT>C7? no
Step 1: Allocates all RT calls with part of C1 band
Step 2: Allocates all nRT traffic of edge zone with X-XI band.
Step 3: If part of C7 band is remaining then allocate to nRT calls of any zone
Step 1: Allocates RT calls of edge zone with part of C7 band
Step 2: Allocates RT calls of edge zone with part of X-XI band
Step 3: Allocates RT calls of center zone with part Z band
Step 4: Allocates nRT traffic of edge zone with remaining part of X-XI band.
Step 5: Allocates RT calls of center zone with part of Z band.
Step 1: Allocates part of Z band for nRT calls of center zone
Step 2: Allocates XI band for nRT calls of center zone BWreq>Z+C7 Fig. 9 . Frequency-band assignment procedure between RT and nRT users when the required frequency bandwidth for cell 7 is more than Z+C7.
IV. INVESTIGATION OF INTERFERENCE EFFECT
The main objective of reassigning parts of bands A and B to macrocell 7 is to reduce the call-blocking rate as well as to increase the resource utilization. Owing to the reassignment of frequency bands among different macrocells, the reassigned bands may create interference between the macrocells. The reassignment can also cause interference for small cells. However, interference effects on or from small cells can easily be mitigated if the available frequency band for small cells is sufficiently large. The novel RT/nRT traffic classification based FFR seems to be more effective approach for macrocell and we are mainly focusing the analysis on macrocells in the HetNets. The interference due to the deployment of small cells can be mitigated using the conventional schemes (e.g., [1] , [32] , [37] - [39] ). We also have several research works (e.g, [5] , [32] ) on interference management for small cell network deployment that can be applied for this interference mitigation. Fig. 10 shows some examples of the affected frequency sub-bands of various macrocells due to reassigning frequency band A. Interference effects due to reassigning frequency band B can be explained in the same manner. The size of the affected frequency band in a macrocell depends on the amount of reassigned bandwidth, the amount of bandwidth already being used in that macrocell, and the amount of bandwidth reserved for future incoming traffic. From Fig. 10 , it seems that interference is not always caused by the reassigned frequency bands. In addition, if the amount of occupied bandwidth in a macrocell is high, the frequency band is greatly affected by the reassignment process. The affected frequency bands from different macrocells should be handled carefully to minimize interference. In our proposed scheme, we transmit these interference-causing frequency bands with low power and assign them to low-priority nRT traffic calls, which have more flexibility in their QoS requirements Fig. 11 shows case studies of interference in various macrocells due to reassigning frequency bands A and B. The figure clearly shows that the magnitude of the interference effects due to frequency-band reassignment depends on several criteria. No interference effects are observed in the other macrocells when any of the frequency bands A2,V, B1,V, or A2,V + B1,V is reassigned to macrocell 7. However, the maximum number of macrocells (macrocells 1, 2, 3, and 4) is affected when the A6,V + B5,V frequency band is reassigned to macrocell 7. Therefore, based on the assigned and interfering frequency bands, the non-interfering and interfering frequency bands can be allocated to RT and nRT traffic calls, respectively, to ensure a better QoS level for RT traffic calls.
Our proposed interference management scheme considers frequency availability, availability for frequency reassignment, zones of the macrocell, and traffic type. Fig. 12 shows the basic procedure for the proposed scheme that is based on FFR and RT/nRT traffic classification. Fig. 12(a) shows the five consequence steps for frequency allocation. We also provide the grouping of frequency bands according to preference for traffic class so we can ensure a better QoS level in terms of low call-blocking rate, higher SINR, and lower connection outage probability for higher-priority calls. Different frequency bands cause different level of interferences. Therefore, we categorized different frequency bands into five groups. In terms of interference, the effect of first group is lowest and which is gradually increased up to fifth group. Hence, group 1 frequency bands are most preferable for frequency reassignment. Fig.  12(b) shows five different groups of frequency bands for macrocell 7, according to their preference for reassignment. The system reassigns the frequency bands from the group 1 first. If more frequency is demanded, then it moves to next group. The five steps of frequency-band allocation are briefly described as follows:
Step 1: The system checks whether channels are available to support the requested call. If channels are available, the system accepts the call. Otherwise it moves to step 2.
Step 1: Channels availability
Step 2: Possibility of channel reassignment
Step 3: Zone checking
Step 4: Categorized into RT/nRT
Step 5: Assigning appropriate frequency band Step 2: The system verifies whether channel reassignment is possible. If it is not possible, the system rejects the call request and terminates the process. If channel reassignment is possible, it borrows channels from band A, band B or both and goes to step 3.
Step 3: The system confirms whether the user is in the center or edge zone. Channel allocation for center and edge zones is different, and available channels are also different in the two zones.
Step 4: The system checks whether the type of call is RT or nRT. The QoS requirements for the two are different. Therefore, RT calls will be preferentially allocated to lower-interference frequency bands. After checking the traffic type, the system moves to step 5 for frequency-band allocation.
Step 5: The system checks all the available frequency bands that can support the requested call. Based on the available frequency bands, traffic type, and priority of frequency band, the system assigns the appropriate frequency band to the call.
Owing to the reassignment of frequency bands, the criteria for the assigned frequency bands for macrocell 7 can be written as with macrocell 7. The suffix j indicates the j th neighbor MBS from which the MUE receives interference power.
The received SINR level for the k th MUE in the i th macrocell can be expressed as (14)- (18) . In (14)- (18) The received SINR level for the k th RT and nRT MUE in macrocell 7 can be expressed as (19)- (22) where 2 I  is the received interference power from 2 nd -and higher-tier macrocells.
,
, ,( ) 
The achievable data rates Due to the relocation of frequency bands, the criteria for the assigned frequency bands for small cells within macrocell 7 can be written as The received SINR level for the n th sUE in the i th macrocell can be expressed as (31) and (32) The Okumura-Hata path loss model [40] can be used to ascertain path losses in macrocells. The path loss for a macrocell can be expressed as 69.55 26.16 log 13.82 log ( )
where d is the distance between the MBS and the user in kilometers, fc is the center frequency of the antenna in MHz, hm is the height of user in meters, hb is the height of MBS in meters, and Low represents the penetration loss.
The path loss for a small cell can be expressed as [41] 20log
where z is the distance between the sBS and the user in meters, f is the center frequency of the antenna in MHz, N is the distance power loss coefficient, and Lf is the floor penetration loss factor.
The connection outage probability of the k th MUE in the i th macrocell can be expressed as
where γ is the threshold value of the SINR. Equation (29) can then be written as
where S0 is the signal power received by an MUE from the MBS.
The proposed RT/nRT traffic classification for the FFR is a new concept and applicable in any situation (weather lagging of bandwidth or not) to assign frequency bands for RT and nRT traffic calls and also for center zone users and edge zone users. Hence, QoS for RT users is guaranteed in our scheme. However, the bandwidth reassigning process is done only when there is a shortage of bandwidth in any macrocell. Even though, we have shown few macrocells with empty bandwidth, however, we can also apply this scheme whenever all the cells in a cluster have lagging of bandwidth. However, for that case, the reassigned additional bandwidths should be assigned to center-zone nRT users. Number of sBS deployed in each macrocell 100
Distance power loss coefficient (N) for small cells 28
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme by comparing our scheme with conventional FFR schemes in terms of network capacity, outage probability, callblocking probability, and achievable SINR. The performance measurement parameters of the proposed scheme are compared to the conventional FFR approach, where frequency-band reassigning and traffic classification are not performed [6] - [11] , [15] , [16] . The results show the features and improvements provided by the proposed scheme, which ensures higher frequency utilization and better QoS level for higher-priority RT traffic calls. Interference effects from the 3 rd tier and above are negligible. Therefore, we consider only the macrocells in the 1 st and 2 nd tiers of the reference macrocell and small cells within a 100 m range of the reference MUE. Table II summarizes the fundamental parameters that we used to define performance in our numerical analysis. We provide separate performance analyses for the center and edge zones since the power allocation for these two zones is different. We also show the performance of our proposed scheme for the RT/nRT traffic classification and no traffic classification cases. Macrocell 7 is the reference macrocell for the performance analysis.
Due to the reassignment of frequency bands, our proposed scheme surely increases the number of call connections. Our scheme improves the SINR performances as well. This is because, after reassigning the frequency bands, we properly allocate power to lower-and higher-interference frequency bands. Hence, our proposed scheme can outperform the conventional FFR scheme. It is possible to allocate all the frequency bands C, Z, X-XI, and XI to the center-zone users; therefore, several band options are available for assigning to RT and nRT traffic calls. Among these frequency bands, some cause less interference than other bands. The proposed scheme preferentially assigns less-interfering frequency bands to RT traffic calls. As a result, RT traffic calls suffer from less interference and achieve better SINR levels compared to nRT traffic calls. The available frequency bands in the proposed scheme for MUE in the edge zone are C and X-XI of macrocell 7. Our scheme also causes less interference to edge-zone MUE due to the proper allocation of power allocation. Consequently, we can achieve better capacity. Because of reassigning of frequency bands, a serious interference can be happened in conventional FFR. Fig. 13 illustrates a comparison of macrocell downlink capacities for different MUE in the center zone. The capacity of the proposed scheme is larger than that of the conventional FFR scheme. By adding RT/nRT traffic classification, the proposed scheme improves performance for RT traffic calls without sacrificing the performance of nRT traffic calls. The capacity for RT traffic calls increases significantly, which also ensures better QoS, and the capacity for nRT traffic calls also increases noticeably. bands C and X-XI show similar interference characteristics. Therefore, the performance for the RT, nRT, and unclassified traffic cases are almost the same.
The connection outage probability is defined as the probability that the SINR goes down the threshold level. It is an important metric to evaluate communication reliability. Figs. 15 and 16 show that our proposed interference management scheme also maintains the connection outage probability within the considered range. For the different MUE, the proposed scheme provides almost negligible connection outage probability for RT traffic calls and that of the nRT MUE is also within the acceptable range. Conventional FFR schemes cannot provide much smaller connection outage probabilities than the proposed scheme. For the edge zone case, the performance for the RT, nRT, and unclassified traffic under the proposed scheme is almost the same since the available frequency bands are provided with the same power and cause similar levels of interference in the MUE. However, the higher priority of RT traffic calls in frequency allocation reduces their call-blocking probability compared to nRT traffic calls. Figs. 17 and 18 show that the proposed scheme can perform better in terms of connection outage probability with the variation of SINR threshold level. Even though the threshold value of the SINR is increased to 12 dB, the connection outage probability for our scheme is still very low. However, conventional FFR schemes cannot maintain low connection outage probability when the SINR threshold is increased. We consider an MUE 240 m away from the MBS in the center zone case, which is near the boundary of the center zone. In Fig.17 , we observe that the connection outage probability increases when the SINR threshold is increased. Our proposed scheme provides multiple options for frequency-band selection and transmits at a lower power for highly interfering frequency bands. Therefore, our proposed scheme provides a better SINR level and lower connection outage probability can be achieved. For the edge zone case in Fig. 18 , we consider an MUE 420 m from the MBS, which is near the boundary of the edge zone. Our proposed scheme again provides lower connection outage probability even though the SINR threshold value is increased. This is also because of the low power transmission of highly interfering frequency bands. . We assume average cell dwell time of 120 sec. Fig. 19 shows that the proposed scheme significantly reduces the macrocell user call-blocking probability. The call blocking probability also depends on the traffic intensities in other macrocells. This is due to the fact that the amount of frequency borrowing is related to the traffic load of the macrocells. Fig. 20 shows the comparison of SINR for a MUE at center zone. Set 1 traffic intensity was assumed for the SINR performance comparison. We consider a MUE at a distance of 240 m from the MBS. It shows that the proposed scheme prioritizes the RT traffic calls and provides better level of SINR. Even though, the traffic load is increased, the SINR performance maintains almost equal. Hence, due to increase of traffic load, the call-blocking rate is just increased. Fig . 21 shows the comparison of SINR for a MUE at macrocell edge zone. We consider a MUE at a distance of 420 m from the MBS. The SINR performance for this case is lower than that of center zone case. This is because the received interference is higher at this zone. It also shows that the SINR performance slightly decreases with the increase of traffic load. Whenever traffic load increases, the probability to use the higher interfering frequency bands also increases. Hence, SINR is decreased. However, the proposed scheme also prioritizes the RT traffic calls and provides better level of SINR.
We also show the performance improvement on sUE for our proposed scheme in Figs. 22-25 . The performances are evaluated for different number of deployed small cells. The distance between sBS and sUE is considered 8 m. For the center zone of macrocell case, we assume a distance of 200 m between the MBS and the reference sBS whereas we assume 400 m for edge zone case. The results show that, the performance parameters of sUE are not degraded due to the proposed scheme. Moreover, they are improved due to the proper power allocation. Fig. 22 shows a comparison of small cell downlink capacities for an sUE in the center zone. The capacity of the proposed scheme is better than that of the conventional FFR scheme. Fig.  23 shows the comparison for an sUE in macrocell edge zone. The proposed scheme improves the capacity significantly. Due to the proper power allocation, a significant reduced interference level is achieved from the neighbor macrocells. As the number of deployed small cells is increased, the inter-smallcell interference is increased and therefore, the achievable average capacity is decreased. Figs. 24 and 25 show that our proposed scheme also keeps the connection outage probability for an sUE within the acceptable range even though a high number of sBS are deployed within a macrocell. The sUE may receive interference signals from all of the neighbor macrocells as well as few neighbor small cells. Fig. 24 shows a comparison of connection outage probabilities for an sUE in the center zone. Due to proper power allocation for reassigned frequency bands, it is possible to achieve interference level reduction significantly from the neighbor macrocells and finally, the connection outage probability is minimized. Fig. 25 shows the performance improvement for an sUE in macrocell edge zone. VI. CONCLUSIONS Cellular networks always have less resources than required to support the growing demand of various high data rate services. Therefore, resource management is an important issue for cellular networks to maximize resources as well as the QoS level. FFR is an excellent approach for increasing spectrum utilization and reducing interference in OFDMA networks. This paper provides a new FFR scheme that considers the case of coexisting small cells and macrocells. In our proposed scheme, the total frequency-band allocations for different macrocells are decided based on the traffic intensity. The scheme also controls the transmitted power to reduce interference effects. The level of transmitted power for different frequency bands is based on the level of interference from other frequency bands. Use of traffic classification in terms of RT and nRT to allocate the frequency bands ensures the maximum QoS level for the higher-priority RT traffic calls without reducing the QoS level of nRT traffic calls. Performance analyses show that our proposed scheme can significantly improve the performance of the conventional FFR technique. We expect that this new concept of FFR will contribute a lot for maximizing the resource utilization in HetNets. As a future research direction, an optimization of the network performance to frequency and power allocation using stochastic geometry will be investigated.
